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Something to talk about: Sophomores Megan McConville and Hutchinson Williams (above left),.and juniors Ashley Toombs and Ryan
Neubauer (above right) speak at the FUSA debate in the BCC on Tuesday, Feb. 21.

FUSA Pres and V.P. candidates debate for slim audience; elections on Feb. 28
BY TARA

E.

LYNCH

& JESS

MITCHELL

With FUSA elections less than a week
away, fewer then 50 spectators were in attendance at the presidential debates on Tuesday
as candidates squared off for one of the most
important events of the election season.
Approximately 35 people filled the 50
available seats at the annual FUSA presidential debate in the lower level of the Barone
Campus Center on Tuesday; however, many
of those in attendance were current FUSA
members and campaigners for each ticket.
"I really wish that more people had
attended the debates," said current FUSA
President Jessica DiBuono '06.
Elections for FUSA President and Vice
President, senators and class council will be
held on Tuesday, Feb. 28 on the lower level
of the BCC.
This year's candidates for FUSA President are Ryan Neubauer '07 and Hutchinson

Williams '08. Neubauer is the cousin of
Kevin Neubauer '05, who served as FUSA
President in 2003 and 2004 during his junior
year.
Vice Presidential candidates this year
are Senators Ashley Toombs '07, who is running on a ticket with Neubauer, and Megan
McConville '08, who is running on a ticket
with Williams.
While candidates may choose to run on
a shared ticket, students have the option of
voting across tickets.
During the debates, candidates introduced their reasons for running and their
election platforms. For a full outline of
candidate platforms see page 2.
Traditionally, debates are held prior
to the primary elections for presidential
and vice presidential candidates. This year,
there were no primary elections since only
two candidates applied for each position,
according to DiBuono.

This was the first time in her four years
at Fairfield that there was no presidential
primary, DiBuono said.
Seats may have been empty, but some
students peered over the railings as they
walked through the BCC to catch a glimpse
of this year's new debate format. '
"I didn't have the time to sit, but it was
cool how the candidates were responding to
each other - and from what I heard, they had
good answers to each others' questions," said
Marlena Riccio '09.
Like in years past, candidates presented
opening statements, their election platforms,
a closing statement, and had a chance to
respond to their opponents.
New features in this year's debate
included a chance for candidates to pose a
question to their opponents and an opportunity for audience members to ask quesSEE "DEBATE" ON P.
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Sea Grape reopens after renovations; Post Rd. bars lament
BY SARAH SEXTON

Lindsey Ault-Authier '06 said the Sea
Grape's reopening on Friday, Feb. 10 was
long awaited. She was devastated when the
popular bar closed in mid December
"Senior morale was low," she said.
"The vibe on the beach was just not the
same. I'm so happy it reopened."
Some beach residents said they enjoy
the convenience of the bar and the familiarity of knowing who frequents it.
"The Grape goes hand in hand with
living at the beach, but students go to the

Grape to find out where the after party or
late night partying is going on. It's more just
a starting point for the night," said Michelle
Kolind '06.
Other students said they didn't mind the
bar being closed.
"I actually didn't miss the Grape
because I felt like the parties at the beach
were more fun and lasted longer when it was
closed," said Rob Gulati '06.
Local bar and restaurant owners said
they noticed an increase in business while
the Sea Grape was on hiatus. Many students
ventured to bars on Post Road such as Sky-

box and Bravo.
"We were definitely packed," Skybox
bartender Jennifer Brennan said. "This week
has been pretty slow."
"Skybox's deceptively spacious interior
with plenty of seating and a pool table had
surprisingly few patrons at 8 p.m. this past
Thursday evening," she added.
Bravo owner Mike Constand said he
saw a lot of first-time people who told him
they would continue to visit the bar on
Tuesdays.
"I prefer having a packed house of
Fairfield students to a packed house of 20

to 30-year-olds," he said. "Fairfield students
are mostly very respectful."
While Constand described Fairfield
students as endearing, Fairfield Police have
one problem with them.
"We don't have any resentment," Lieutenant Michael Walsh said. "However, if you
ask me about reasoning with people who
are intoxicated, it's trying because they're
unreasonable."
But Walsh also said the police departSEE "FAIRFIELD" ON P.
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The race is on: meet the FUSA Pres and V.P. candidates
Presidential Candidate
Experience: Class, President 04/05,05/06, Constitutional Convention Committee
Platform:
1. Increase diversity.
a. Campus Ministry's community service program offers opportunities at the University of Bridgeport.
2. Establish a stronger sense of school unity,
a. Williams has scheduled several successful pep rallies and a bonfire as class president, and has programmed baseball
games and .dances which avoid alcohol consumption whili strengthening student relations.
3. Improve the town-gown relations.
a. Create a position on the Fairfield town council for a FUSA representative.
b. Bring the town into Fairfield's canipus by giving awards and prizes to those outside the university.

Vice Presidential Candidate

MEGAN McCONVILLE '<
F

MANCHESTER,

CT

Experience: Senate 04/05,05/06, Co-Chair of Student Life 05/06
Platform:
1. Unification amongst the student body and the FUS A Organization.
a. Create an online "forum" which anyone can access, even students studying abroad.
b. Maintain an "open door" policy in the FUSA office and have an open house so students feel welcome to get involved.
2. Form new traditions.
a. Make the Senate ADHOC Traditions committee permanent.
b. Poll a larger number of students in order for all opinions to be heard.
3. Improve student / faculty relationship,
a. Encourage student/faculty interaction outside of the classroom.

MAJOR: FINANCE

Presidential Candidate
Experience: FUSA Treasurer 05/06, Class President 03/04,04/05, Constitutional Convention Committee
Platform:
1§ Make laundry facilities more accessible to students.
a. Propose that the administration get more washers and dryers.
b. Create a Web site where students can check machine vacancy from their room.
2. Increase attendance at the Peer Advising Fair.
a. Since this fair is a beneficial tool for both students and faculty, it needs more publicity.
3 Improve programming methods, especially in choosing the concert.
a. By polling more students, FUSA can book for the best match.
4 Keep students updated on events^and activities FUS A has to offer.
a. The FUSA publication "Stag Tracks" could be distributed in conjunction with The Mirror every week.

Experience: Public Safety Chair 04/05,05/06
Platform:
1. Improve town-gown relations.
a. Create a position on the Fairfield Town Council for a FUSA representative.
2. Strengthen the relationship between Public Safety and students.
a. Worked with Public Safety to create a brochure to inform students of policies and law enforcement which informs both
parties of their responsibilities and duties on campus.
3. Enhance diversity.
a. Through Campus Ministry, students can increase diversity by participating in community service programs at the
University of Bridgeport.
b. Toombs recently returned from studying abroad in Argentina, an experience which has increased her interest in
developing countries and community service.
4. Create a campus-wide habit of recycling.
a. By starting with the adults, administration, and office buildings, students will begin to follow the recycling trend.

Vice Presidential Candidate

|\SHLEYiToOMBS '07
MARLBORO,

MA

Mark Servidio/The Mirror

Debate featured new format; first election without primary in recent years
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

tions of the candidates. Only two audience
members posed questions of the candidates,
including one Mirror editor.
"I enjoyed the new debate format," said
DiBuono. "You learned a lot about each
candidate by seeing the questions they posed
of each other."
Lauren DiGiovine '07, a member of the
Debate Team, served as moderator for this
year's debates.
Candidates effectively presented their
campaigns and students "heard what they
wanted to hear" in the limited time provided,

according to Rick Fasano '06, this year's
Election Commissioner.
However, Fasano said he would've
liked to see more students attend.
DiBuOno agreed.
"I understand the stresses students face
during the school day, but students need to
take the time to get to know the candidates,"
DiBuono said. "Grab the candidates if you
see them and take the time to become an
informed voter."
Students recognize that the debate,
which began at noon and lasted about an
hour, was scheduled at a time when "most
students are either sleeping or in class," said

Ben Welch !08.
Yet Welch feels the candidates caught
students' attention.
"All the candidates brought up valid
points, and I hope that they hit their platform
once elected," said Welch, Who said he hopes
students realize that on the ballot, students
can vote for each candidate separately.
Other students felt candidates didn't
have enough time to discuss their platforms.
"I didn't feel that the candidates got
enough of a spotlight - I wanted to hear
them hit on more topics," said Kristen
Zeitler '07.

There will be a second informal debate
at this week's FUSA Senate meeting on
Sunday, Feb. 26 at 6 p.m. in the Oak Room,
according to DiBuono.
During the Senate meeting, each presidential and vice presidential candidate will
make an opening statement. Senators, then
the student body, will then be able to ask
questions of the candidates.
"I really urge people to attend and to
become informed voters," said DiBuono,
who encouraged outgoing seniors, who traditionally have a low voter turnout in FUSA
elections, to cast their vote.
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Fairfield opposes students' linking StagWeb e-mail to GMail
BY BETH CASCIANO

Students are resisting administrative
efforts to prohibit linking their Stagweb
accounts to a popular Internet e-mail service.
An e-mail service offered by Internet
giant Google, GMail, is unlike any other
type of e-mail system.
"GMail is an experiment in a new kind
of webmail, built on the idea that you should
never have to delete mail and you should always be able to find the message you want,"
the company's Web site states.
But when the university's StagWeb
system was being developed, officials
decided to prohibit students from linking
their Fairfield e-mail accounts to any other
service.
"The university policy is that students
cannot have their StagWeb e-mail forwarded
to another account," said Kevin Clancy,
account executive for Sungard SCT Higher
Education, the company that administers
Stagweb.
"This policy was developed by a committee during the implementation phase of
StagWeb," Clancy added. "If .StagWeb email was forwarded to other e-mail services,

there is a risk that the official communications between the university and the student
would be compromised."
But students are flouting the university's prohibition on linking their StagWeb
accounts to other services, particularly
GMail.
"GMail is so much more efficient than
StagWeb," said Johnny Vaccaro '07. "It
is also a lot faster to log on. I don't have
to enter my info every time I go on and I
don't have to worry about a full inbox with
GMail."
Jennifer DeNapoli '06 felt the same
way.
"Hooking our Stagweb up to GMail
would only enhance the power of our StagWeb accounts," said DeNapoli. "It would
allow me more space and the ability to
send bigger attachments, as well as receive
campus announcements and communication
from the university all on one account."
GMail has three main assets that the
company says sets it apart from any other
e-mail service: the ability to search through
all past e-mails, rather than having to sort
them into folders; a massive amount of storage space, minimizing the need to delete
old mail; and easy accessibility, with each

e-mail grouped with all its replies, allowing
the messages to read like a conversation.
"I think hooking up the accounts is a
great idea," said Gregory Surette '06. "It
is just practical. I do not understand why
the university will' not allow it if campus
announcements are forwarded."
Graduate Tara Cushman '05 also
switched to GMail because she said the
service "provides a more professional e-mail
account rather than a connection to a college
and makes available a permanent account
that will not expire."
Another benefit of GMail that StagWeb
does not offer to students is the ability to
receive and save large attachments.
Students also said GMail is easier to use
and simpler than StagWeb, has better spam
controls and makes organizing online contacts easier. For some, the most important
plus is that GMail is more dependable than
StagWeb, which is disabled for periods of
time throughout the year for updates. During these times many aspects of StagWeb
are unavailable.
GMail also recently launched a chat
module through which users can chat with
no need to have a separate program or find
new addresses. Like e-mails, the chats are

Dean with expertise in lottery pr
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

Fifteen, 17,43,44,48 and 29: the winning numbers of last weekend's record-high
$365 million Powerball game.
Have you ever wondered what your
life would be like if you won the lottery?
Timothy Snyder, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, has imagined. He picks up a
ticket when he fills up his gas tank.
Snyder, a mathematician and computer
scientist, has been featured in The Washington Post, Cincinatti.com and Richmond,
com. He has also been on MSNBC and
Washington D.C.'s NBC4, WUSA and
WJLA-TV.
"I have always found the whole of the
lottery, how it affects people and especially
how people describe it or its odds, fascinating," Snyder said.
He said the odds of scoring a winning
ticket are the same each time a person plays,
no matter how high the jackpot is or how
many people play. The odds are roughly one
to 146.1 million.
"We must remember that these are
labeled ping pong balls, all mixed together
in a hopper," he said. "They have no brains.
They have no memory. Every lottery ticket,
no matter what its numbers, has the exact
same chance of winning."
Although a person could never predict
the numbers on a winning lottery ticket,
there are ways to increase the odds that he
will not choose the same numbers as another
person and have to share the winnings,
Snyder said.
He recommends using the computer to
pick numbers or picking unlikely numbers
because most people pick birthdates, ages
of children and lucky numbers.

The Path
to winning..

Mark Servidio and Marl Heenan/The Mirror

Snyder's probability of winning the lottery: Imagine you know there is $300 million
inside a gym locker. You must select the correct gym out of 30 gyms in town, then select whether it is in the male or female locker room. From there, you must select the
correct locker and then the correct locker combination. All this must be done correctly
the first time. .
"Generally, the higher numbers are not
as selected as the lower ones," Snyder said.
"Since one cannot at all affect what will ultimately pop up, you might as well pick the
weird, higher numbers in hopes that you will
not have a sibling with the same ticket."
Although the probability of winning is
low, Snyder doesn't discourage people from
playing the lottery.
"I'm one of the few mathematicians
who thinks one can play, should they be able
to risk a dollar," he said. "Many people can
lose a dollar and their lives change in noticeable ways. Winning, even at the colossally
bad odds that are part of the Powerball game,
changes one's life quite a bit."
Snyder also said that a person pays a
small amount of money for a different form

of entertainment.
"Even imagining winning is enough
enjoyment for some to play," he said.
Many students felt the same way.
"It's true," Pryce Gaynor '07 said. "I
don't buy lottery tickets often, but if I did
buy one, I would buy one because for a few
days, I could imagine what I'd do with all
that money. I know it won't happen, but it's
fun to fantasize."
Chris Martin '07 agreed.
"I guess it is like entertainment, because it's not very realistic but there's a
slight chance it could happen," he said.
"People like that kind of stuff. It's out of
the ordinary."
Snyder said the lottery ticket's price for
entertainment is relatively cheap, compared
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You've got mail: Some students say using GMail is better than tackling StagWeb.
saved for future reference.
Not all schools are taking the same approach as Fairfield with respect to GMail.
San Jose City College in California has
started offering e-mail accounts to their
students through GMail.

offerstins
to other foftisiSf entertainment.
"One canplay the lottery 25 weeks in a
row, nearly half a year, and still not be at the
price of a popcorn-free movie," he said.
But don't spend the dollar if you can't
afford to lose it, Snyder said.
As of Monday, lottery officials are still
looking for the winner of the record-high
Powerball game.
The ticket was sold at a U-Stop convenience store in Nebraska and the holder of
the winning numbers has up to six months
to claim the prize.
If the winner claims the ticket and opts
to "cash out," he will collect $177.3 million
in cash or $124.1 million after taxes. The
winner can also opt to receive installments
for 30 years. The first payment he would receive would be for $6,507,986 after taxes.
Snyder said most of the financers he
knows suggest taking the full cash payment.
If your eyes were glued to the television screen on Saturday night, you were
not alone. Every time the lottery dollar
amount is high, reporters across the country
interview people buying tickets, according
to Snyder.
"The prospective players often utter
strange statements about 'the good Lord
looking down on me today,' and so on," he
said. "They forget that. Should the good Lord
pick their numbers, the good Lord will have
declined to select millions upon millions of
others. Not our version of the good Lord."
But Snyder also said when people are
interviewed about what they would do with
the money, they often talk about buying gifts
for others and giving to charities.
"This, I think, is a follow-on contract
with God," he said. "Watch for it. It's fascinating."
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Fairfield police say beach is safer
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ment treats Fairfield students just like
other members of the community.
Officer Tony Vaspasiano felt the
same way.
"Whether they're on the beach or
on Greenfield hjll, they're treated the
same across the board," he said.
Graduate John Gallugi '05 said
he did not have a problem with
Fairfield police while he was living
at the beach.
"They'd catch us with beers
walking to the Grape and just tell us to
dump them out, but if it were Fairfield
Security, they might have taken the
can of beer to the crime lab for prints,"
Gallugi said.
With a permenant injunction
against student gatherings on Latern
Point, and a lack of traditional events
like keg races and Clam Jam, many
students said the beach has been significantly toned down in comparison
to previous years.
"I don't know how it is now, but
before they took all the fun out of

Tara E. Lynch
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Ryan T. Blair, Elizabeth A. Cooper
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News Department
Phone Number (203) 256-6600
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EDITORS
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it, it didn't suck to go to Fairfield,"
graduate Marcus Yco '05 said. "They
started taking things away before I
ever got there and now it's all gone."
Walsh said the same number of
police officers patrol the beach yearround.
"We have enlightened the culture
of the beach area to what is legally
reasonable and what clearly is not,"
Walsh said. "I believe the culture of
the beach area has changed to one
that is safer for all members of the
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GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR
the right person. Live in an
awesome studio apartment
in Westport for very low rent
in xchange for p/t child care
assistance. Must LOVE
children and have a SAFE
driving record. Interested
please call Jennifer at (203)
221-1496 for details.
2002 FORD EXPLORER
SPORT
2-door, black, great condition
Only 33K miles
Must sell immediately!
$13,000 or best offer
(301)266-1642
BABYSITTER WANTED
Need reliable babysitter to
play with well-behaved 3-year
old and 10-month
old boys for 15 - 20 hours per
week while father works in
home office.
$10/hour. Beach area. Call
319.9903
HOUSE FOR RENT
2006-2007 SCHOOL YEAR
"Green Turtle" at the Beach
Call Tom 203-426-6927
Call TODAY!

community."
Students said the culture of the
beach has changed in other ways.
"The beach parties definitely
used to be a lot crazier, like having
kegs on the point and many of the
Fairfield traditions that that university
has taken away from beach residents
and the underclassmen," said Kolind.
The bar had closed for renovations. The owner was unable to be
reached for comment.

Cal1 Mark at 203 256 6594
( * "
to place your ad for as low as $20!

FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD
Charming, fully-furnished
cottage available for the
upcoming school year ~ Fall
'06 to Spring '07. Ideal for 2-3
occupants. Spiral staircase
to loft. Sliders to huge deck
w/dock directly on wide canal
opposite Long Island Sound
and beach. Gas heat, woodburning stove, washer-dryer,
track lights. $1,800 monthly.
Phone to see. 227-7097
(Westport).
FAIRFIELD BEACH
2 apts, 466/468 Reef Rd "The
Brothel", 1 appt. has 4 brms,
2 full baths,
W/D, DW, LR, DR, awesome
kitchen, yard, porch, OSP.
2nd appt. has 2/3
bdrms, full bath, W/D, LR,
DR, kitchen, pantry, OSP. Call
John @
203-231-4020
HANDS-ON BARTENDER
TRAINING.
1 or 2 week courses.
Extensive job placement.
Lifetime free refresher
classes.
NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL
Fairfield, CT. Established
1984. Licensed CT/DOE.
(203) 338-8221
www.learntobartend.com

HOUSE FOR RENT
2/3 bedroom house for rent
on Fairfield beach roach.
Living room, washer/dryer,
large back yard, 1 bath.
Available now, also showing
for Summer '06 and Fall
'06. 1200 sq ft. Excellent
condition. (917)733-8577
ROOMATES WANTED:
Large house on Fairfield
Beach Road in quiet area.
1200 sq ft. Washer + Dryer.
Excellent condition.
Call 917-733-8577
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
in Westport seeking
psychology or related student
major for combination of a
paid internship and help with
driving errands/child care
of teenage son. Dr. Cindy
James (203) 856-6077
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TWO HOUSES FOR RENT
on Reef Road. Walking
distance to the beach.
Three Bedrooms, 1 bath,
Washer & Dryer, Large
Kitchen
Terms: Available for Summer/
Fall 06, 9 or 12 Month Lease
Call 917.574.8179
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CZORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATfONS
In "Tutors working hard to improve their peers' grades"
(Feb. 16), The Mirror reported that student tutors did
not have formal training. Tutors are required to undergo
three hours of formal training. For a full list of prerequisites and tutor requirements, visit www.fairfield.
edu/x2041.xml
The Mirror strives to report accurately in its stories.
However, if you are aware of any errors, please call
Editor in Chief Tara E. Lynch at 256-6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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It's not easy being green:
BY MARI HEENAN
Is it worth it to save our planet?
This is the question that economics
professor Dina Franceschi's class is looking
into: just how "green," or environmentally
friendly, Fairfield University is.
"The project is about identifying what
we're doing right as much as it is attempting
to fix the things we're doing wrong, while
keeping in mind that the cost is the bottom
line," said Franceschi.
"The class is providing reports, which
I believe will be more powerful because
they're coming from students," she added.
"This means other students will be more
interested and the administration is more
likely to hear it."
The reports will focus on five different
areas: alternative sources of energy for the
campus; the waste and recycling programs
that are or are not available on campus; the
investment policies of Fairfield University;
the vehicles used for campus operations; and
the outreach steps that the university is taking to educate the broader community about
environmentally friendly practices.
Many students said they think Fairfield
needs to recycle more.
"I usually have to look for a recycle
bin," said Katie Chesney '06. "I had no idea
we had solar panels. Fairfield should really
make use of them and more houses should
have them."
Mike Davis '08 said the university
should be looking at the long-term effects
of environmental inaction.

"We have the social obligation to the
conservation and sustainability of the environment," Davis said. "The least we can do
is start an effective recycling program."
Franceschi said that universities are
supposed to be on "the cutting edge" of
ideas like these.
"We should be representative of future
thinking," she said. "Towns should look to
the universities for this."
Franceschi said Fairfield has almost the
exact opposite situation.
The town of Fairfield has a 90 percent
compliance rate for recycling, but Fairfield
University only provides recycling for
townhouse residents and in various trash receptacles around campus that are often misused by combining waste (non-recyclable
garbage) and trash (recyclable garbage).
The townhouses may also be the only
buildings on campus that use solar panels
for energy.
In early 2000,2,800 square feet of solar
panels were installed on the roofs of the
10-block of the townhouses, which provide
energy for the campus. But unfortunately,
the costs are not deducted from those residents living there.
"I wasn't even aware that there were
panels here, but I think solar panels are a
good idea and I don't mind that they're
on my house at all, even if I'm not the one
saving the money," said Dan Fallon '07, a
resident of townhouse 106.
His housemate, John Gomes '07, disagreed.
"Whatever money that's made off of
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Economics class investigating university's
environmental friendliness
them should come out of our block's bills
directly," said Gomes.
But money is always a factor when it
comes to "green" issues, Franceschi said.
"It's about economic feasibility and
convenience," said Franceschi.
Now that it's economically feasible, the
university is on the verge of providing a new
form of powering the campus.
"Combined Heat and Power Plant
(CHP) or co-generation is a process by
which the University would produce its
own electricity via a turbine," said Associate Vice President for Campus Planning &
Operations Ric Taylor.
According to Taylor, the project has
been in the works for seven years and
is being implemented now because the
university's deal with their current electricity provider will soon expire and new rates
would increase by 60 percent.
"To control these spiraling costs, the
university is about to construct a CHP plant
that is not only green, but will also save
$1.2 million dollars in the 2007 fiscal year,"
said Taylor.
But will saved costs help lower tuition?
"It's too early to know," Taylor said.
Rob Sullivan '06 said he thinks Fairfield
needs to be more aware of environmental
concerns. He said he cannot find a place for
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Do you think twice before throwing away
your trash?
apartment residents to recycle.
"But I think that it's good that Fairfield
is making an effort to be environmentally
friendly," Sullivan said.
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What's in a name?

Meet the namesake of the BCC

BY KHOI NGUYEN

Hundreds of people walk through
the Barone Campus Center everyday, and
many fail to notice or understand the history of the Barones or the campus center
that was named after them.
John A. Barone was a university Provost, who taught in the Chemistry department between 1950 and 1992.
Barone entered the U.S. Army in
World War II soon after his graduation
from the University of Buffalo, where he
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Dr. Barone completed his masters
degree in chemistry and a doctorate in
organic chemistry at Purdue University.
He was given the university's first
competitive research grant from the Research Corporation of America for his
pioneering research in cancer anti-metabolites. This led to a series of grants
for Fairfield University from the National
Science Foundation and the National Cancer Institute.
In 1970, Barone became the first lay
administrator among the 28 Jesuit colleges
and universities in the country to serve as
provost, the chief operating officer.
During Barone's time at the university, he witnessed the growth of Jogues,
Kostka and Claver hall, the Bannow Science Center, Central Utilities Facility, the
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School of Nursing, Recreational Complex,
Donnarumma Hall and the Townhouses.
Along with all the developments that
Barone contributed to, he also gave back
to our neighboring town by starting the
TRIO programs, in which local Bridgeport
students have the opportunity to strengthen
the academic, intellectual and social skills
needed for college.
At the same time, his wife was just
as actively involved with Fairfield University.
Rose Marie Pace taught at Bassick
and Harding High School for 25 years.
The Pace-Barone scholarships are
alternately given either to Bassick or
Harding High School students for a full
scholarship to Fairfield University.
Mrs. Barone is a woman of poetry
and grammar.
During her speech at the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. award dinner, she gave
a 10 minute grammar lesson to an eager
audience.
She was also actively involved in the
Senior Olympics and a gold medal winner
of the Senior Basketball Tournament.
She also emphasized the importance
of giving back to the community, as she
and Barone have dedicated most of their
lives to their students, children and family
at Fairfield University.
Contributed Photo

56 years later: John Barone and wife Rose Marie pose with Fairfield's President von Arx.

Attention seniors!

Nominations for the Class of 2006
Representative to the Alumni Association Board of
Directors are now being accepted!

CAREERS IN
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...an enthusiastic and motivated senior who is committed to the
spirit of Fairfield University and wishes to stay an active member
of the Fairfield community after graduation?

PHARMACEUTICAL SALES
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attend 4 board meetings each year,
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and share your Stag spirit with over 40,000 alumni?
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Complete a nomination form and mail or bring it to the

is like and gain tips to break into the in-

Barone Campus Center
Room 200

Office of Alumni Relations in the Alumni House!
Forms are available in your mailboxes or online at
www.fairfield.edu/aaclassrep.
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Please visit www.fairfield.edu/aaclassrep, contact the Office of
Alumni Relations at 254-4280, or email
fualumni@mail.fairfield.edu.
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Our choice for FUSA President
The lower level of the BCC was like a ghost town Tuesday afternoon as FUSA Presidential and Vice Presidential
candidates squared off for the traditional debates. Fewer
more than 50 students'showed up for these most important
proceedings, a sample comprising less than 1 percent of the
studeht body. While the student interest in these elections
seems to have fallen by the wayside in recent years, we feel
that one candidate has distinguished himself as the answer
to this and many other problems.
Hutchinson Williams '08 has exhibited an energy and
enthusiasm for the position of FUSA President that The
Mirror has not encountered in recent memory. It is for this
reason that we endorse Williams for President.
We use this page to complain about the lack of school
spirit on many occasions. On a campus hopelessly plagued
by overwhelming apathy, Williams has been a beacon of
proverbial light. Whether we see him screaming his head
'■ off at basketball games dressed in red face-paint and wigs,
or recruiting students to come to the "Ring in the. Nevy Year
i Dance" in a inaiiiier^trikinglyTeiTrmrscent of^Van-Wilder,^
Williams has produced results in this regard, driven by what
;
we believe to be a genuine love for this school.
Though only a sophomore, Williams has accomplished
more in his three and a third semesters, and with fewer
resources, than most FUSA lackeys accomplish in all their
time at FU. His boundless energy and unwavering spirit
could very well be the remedy to the most contagious of
Fairfield's ailments - apathy.
Ryan Neubauer, Williams' opponent, also presents an
extraordinarily strong choice. His credentials are impeccable for the job, and he perceives the abilities and limitations of FUSA from a paradigm firmly grounded in reality
and experience. Whoever wins the election on Tuesday
would be remiss if he were not to appoint his counterpart
to a cabinet post.
This year, we are also excited about the two candidates
for VP of FUSA: Meg McConville and Ashley Toombs.
Both of these women are so focused, driven, knowledgeable, and articulate that they could easily have made strong
presidential candidates. While McConville seems to share
a strong bond and an efficient working relationship with
Williams, students should consider whether the voice of
Toombs, a rising senior, should be heard in the President's
office.
With such compelling candidates, it is implicit upon
the student body to make their voices heard in the polls on
Tuesday.
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

JUNIORS:
Abroad

SENIORS:
The Grape

by Dan Otfinofski

Recognize real people with real problems
BY ANDREW FRANKEL

Dicey issues?
Well, if you're Fairfield University, it's simple:
Just pretend they don't exist.
Akin to my previous article, the purpose of this one
is not tp highlight a solitary instance of wrongdoing by
thcschool. Irwould"be naive to think events happen
in isolated circumstances and that single situations
themselves make or break an institution. What I am
saying here - same as last week - is that these situations are indicative of larger trends and attitudes here
at our beloved university.
The specific instance that I'd like to address here
is the university's 'stance' on safe sex. Now, let's all
step off our pedantic pedestals for a second and look
at the situation with the least amount of bias possible.
College students will have sex, period.
The university's refusal to sell any type of safesex products, or even provide any information about
where to find them, is essentially its refusal to admit
that anything less than holy is taking place at 1073
North Benson Rd. I am not advocating (nor condemning, of course) fornication, but what I am arguing is
that by refusing to address the problem whatsoever; the
university is implicitly stating they need not address
anything that they don't fancy.
Let's face it: students are appealing to the university in their time of need and the school is responding
by turning a pompously pious cold-shoulder in their
direction. When the University spends timeand energy
on pursuits of which the student body is generally
unsupportive (say, cramming three freshmen into a
room in Jogues); we are at least complicit with the
university's request.
However, when the situation is reversed, and when
the university is beckoned to support the students, it
seems that textbook morality is more important than
students' health and safety (never mind, altogether the
values of acceptance and tolerance that FU claims to
espouse). Instead of claiming Cura Personalis, perhaps
the university should just claim to care for the parts
of the individual that are concomitant with official
church doctrine.
Does the university really expect that all students
will practice abstinence throughout their four years at
college? Though obviously less extreme and abusive,
the school's ideology is nevertheless at least similar
to Islamic fundamentalists who prefer a staunch allegiance to church dogma over the quite ihimediate and

tangible needs of its women. In a school (and world)
that is virtually run by men, how can we claim to know
what is always best for the women in our life?
I may be wrong, but I believe an old Christian
axiom commands that one should "hate the sin and love
the sinner." Now, I won't quibble with moral theology
or even elementary semantics, but one thing is evident:
I see no love Whatsoever being shown toward the anxiety-ridden young woman who cahVthe'Health Center
amidst a fit of hysteria-'begging for some assistance1.
It's funny that the school has no hesitation sending a
student who's had one-tpo many beers to the hospital,
but once a baby is brought into the equation - well,
that's not our problem anymore.
This small glimpse of ethics and public policy at
Fairfield has taught me one small lesson about how to
treat those who may have made a mistake. Next time
I see a homeless man on the street, I'll let him know
that he probably should have made better choices
earlier in his life.
And since this is a Catholic school, I'll conclude
in that vein and offer a parable: though I owe this reference to a great teacher, the school is quite acting like
the Ancient Greek character of Procrustes. If I have my
details correct; Procrustes was this giant who lived in a
eave along a treacherous mountain pass. He was very
nice and whenever travelers would stop by looking for
shelter, he would always offer his spare bed to them.
However, Procrustes had a little problem and it was
this. He was so sure that his spare bed was the perfect
size and shape that he would either squish or stretch
his poor guests in order to ensure that they fit the bed
perfectly. In the process^ of course, he injured countless
..travelers, adopting a general sentiment, of cherishing
the righteousness of the bed over the feeling, and even
health, of these innocent people. Procrustes was the
first victim of myopic deductive reasoning. And the
Fairfield is the most recent.
The parallels are palpable and I still cannot see
why we are unwilling to embrace the needs of people
. who are in such dire need of assistance. I think we
should leave the holier-than-thou approach at the door
and realize that there are real people battling real-life
problems and real-life diseases right in our very dorms.
If we are going to continue to ignore these problems,
we are no better than mere fundamentalists who have
no respect for actual persons. Last time I checked,
universities (and religions) were about improving the
lives of its populace - not about admonishing them
each time they failed to live up to the archetype of the
perfect citizen.
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FUSA presidential candidates: VOTE!
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
My name is Ryan Neubauer and I am running for
FUSA President. I am an accounting major from Cranston, R.I., and a junior here at Fairfield.
For the past three years, I've had the opportunity
to serve FUSA in more than one capacity; first as class
council president, then on the constitutional convention
and now as treasurer on the executive board.
I feel that these experiences are of extreme importance for two reasons, one being that I've had the opportunity to view the leaders of FUSA from different vantage
points, something that has helped me to develop ideas
and to personally strengthen my leadership skills.
With each passing year, I expand my knowledge of
FUSA, its capabilities and its inner workings.
The responsibility of the FUSA president is no minor
task. Its leader must possess a combination of experience
and knowledge, both of which I am confident in saying
that I can offer FUSA in the upcoming year.
Thank you for listening and I urge you to get out
and vote on Feb. 28.
Sincerely,
Ryan Neubauer '07
Ashley Toombs '07

I am writing to express the reasons
why I believe I am the best candidate
for the position of FUSA president.
The several points on my platform are
traditions, diversity, academics, student
unity, town gown and FUSA unity. But
there is one thing that is not on my
platform but makes me a more qualified candidate. That is my interaction
with the people of Fairfield University.
I strongly believe that the FUSA president is a person who needs to be familiar
with the student body. I feel confident
that I can speak for the majority of our
student body. To those that I do not
speak to on a frequent basis, know that
your voices are far from silenced. I will
strive to listen to any voice no matter
how strong or how silent. I arn an ideas
man, a man who believes in hearing the
ideas and taking the proper actions to
see them carried out.
Can all goals be accomplished? Of
course not, but it is the understanding
that 1 have achieved through my career
in FUSA that allows me to sift through

what ideas we can achieve and what
ideas need to be revamped.
I would also like to tackle the
accusation that a junior would not be
capable of commanding respect from
fellow Stags. This is simply not true. I
like to lead by example and by example
I will gain my respect.
Finally, I would like to tackle the
rumor that as a junior I would disregard
the needs and concerns of the class of
2007. Not true. I'm acquainted with
many students from the class of 2007,
and I'm good friends with a fair amount
of them. I believe in traditions, new and
old, and would work hard to create new
ones that would benefit the class of 2007
and all others.
In closing, I ask you this simple
request, my fellow Stags: On Feb. 28
come vote. When you do vote, vote
for Hutch Williams and Megan McConville. Together we, and I mean we
the student body, can build a stronger
FUSA for a stronger Fairfield.
Sincerely,
Hutchinson T. Williams '08

Senators voice support for Hutch
To The Editor:
As two members of the 2005-2006 FUSA
Senate, we were initially hesitant to actively
support either candidate in the current Fairfield
University Student Association Election. All
four contenders have worked hard at achieving their goals within the Fairfield community
and have shown they have the student's best
interests at heart.
After personally witnessing their diligent
work within FUSA, Megan [McConville] as
Co-Chair of the Student Life Committee and
Hutch [Hutchinson Williams] as President
of the Class of 2008, it became evident who

deserved to be elected the next President and
Vice President of FUSA.
Both Hutch and Megan are active within
the school community beyond FUSA. Hutch
is an enthusiastic supporter of all the school's
athletic teams and Megan is actively involved
with student programs such as FYE, a program introducing freshman to Fairfield University. They genuinely care about the future
of Fairfield and want to strengthen student
relationships not only within the Fairfield community but throughout the area.
Hutch and Megan have the vision to continue leading Fairfield University and FUSA in
the proper direction. The two, as their slogan

indicates, are dedicated to "Building a Stronger
FUSA."
They are driven individuals who have
achieved much in their few years at Fairfield.
As a team, we know they can successfully accomplish all the goals they strive to reach.
We encourage our classmates to Vote for H
& M, February 28, to ensure continued success
within FUSA.
Sincerely,
Emily Dragone '09
Tim Rich '08

Alex will be forever in our thoughts
To the Editor:
Thank you for each and every one of the articles written about my
nephew, Alex Carrion Casas.
I am his "Titi Cori" (Aunt) from Puerto Rico and reading about
his life at Fairfield has alleviated the pain and emptiness his passing
causes each day.
I believe Alex was put in his home, with his loving parents and
incredible brothers, to be nurtured for the task ahead. A task that for
many years gave immeasurable happiness to all his family. A task that
continues today to show us what a life well lived is and should be. A
task that in the future will involve whoever God wants to touch and
influence with his life and death. For God uses only the best for his
special tasks and Alex was one of those.
While trying to repay, in some measure, a kindness done by someone in my family, he wrote me these words:

'Remember when we were growing up together there was no
boundary wall between our homes. This was not by chance but because
we were and are one family. You are not my cousins; you are my brothers and sisters."
Alex lived his life without walls between his family, friends and
those he met. Let us all build fewer walls and dare to open ourselves to
love and goodness. There is no better way for all who know about him
to honor his life than to live this!
Alex, you will forever be in our daily thoughts!
Sincerely,
Mrs. Cori Casas de Gonzalez
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Peer Tutorial Program valuable resource for students
To the Editor:
Last week, an article was printed implying that only tutors in the Writing Center are
properly trained.
As a senior, I have tutored through several
different organizations either on campus or affiliated with the University. Althoughseveral of

these did not require specific training, the Peer
Tutorial Program through Student Services
does in fact seek to prepare each of its tutors.
I was required to attend three workshops
designed to give a general background in
teaching techniques and approaches' for interacting with students who seek tutoring. I
firmly believe in the Peer Tutorial Program and

have seen many students excel, specifically in
mathematics, with the help of a tutor.
It is a valuable resource for Fairfield students, along with the Writing Center.
Sincerely,
Hilary Dwyer '06
VA^.V!AteM>
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Career fair to
the rescue?
CAIT'S COMPLAINT
CAITLIN CALLAGHAN

I have officially entered into senior
panic mode. Many of my close friends are
getting accepted into law schools, graduate
schools or obtaining $45,000 plus per year
entry level positions at prominent Fortune
500 companies. To make things worse, I
am an English/Journalism and Psychology
major, and most of the companies I want
to work for have informed me that they do
not accept applications until April!
Career Fair to the rescue! Or so I
thought.
Boy, was I wrong. I printed out four
crisp copies of my resume, put on my best
suit and trekked down to the Recreation
Complex on Feb. 9 with a newfound enthusiasm, expecting to come out with some
exceptional job prospects. But as I glanced
around the Recreation Complex I saw that
unfortunately about half of the tables were
empty, and it was only 3 p.m., an hour prior
to the scheduled end of the fair.
Two of the three companies I wanted
to speak with had already left the fair, and
the remaining company I was interested in
was only recruiting for an intern.
Perhaps I had missed the memo here,
so I asked what I thought would be a helpful woman at the Career Planning Center's
table why the majority of the tables were
not staffed, and she assured me that only
two companies had left early. Just glancing
around the Recreation Complex, anyone
could see she was living in a fantasy world,
and I tried to set her straight, but she simply
smiled and adamantly repeated her claim.
This was going nowhere.
Rejected and dismayed, I walked back
to my apartment with an ever-increasing
sense of distress. Instead of providing me
with promising job prospects, the Career
Fair made me feel even more dazed, baffled
and pessimistic about finding a job.
The Career Fair failed on a variety
of levels for me. First, companies should
only be allowed to attend the Career Fair
if their staff can stay for the entire event.
If the majority of companies needs to
leave before 3 p.m., then the Fair should
end at 3 p.m. and not 4 p.m. with a half
empty room.
Secondly, Career Services should
have at least two companies available for
every major on campus. With our large,
loyal group of alumni at Fairfield University, this task should not be too difficult to
accomplish.
Third, although the program distributed upon entering the fair was incredibly
comprehensive, it would be much more advantageous for the Career Planning Center
to distribute the program to students prior
to the fair so that students could see what
sorts of positions each company is looking
for and be more prepared to speak with a
company representative.
Finally, it would have been nice to
have known that companies at the Career
Fair are looking for interns. This would
have been useful information about, say,
two years ago when I was actually looking
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Second City, first rate
BY ASHLEY PHAN

It's not often that you see professional actors simulating
sex positions on the stage of the Regina A. Quick Center at
Fairfield University. However, this was one of the few shocking, yet entertaining, sketches performed by The Second City
'%
Touring Company this Saturday.
With over 625 people in attendance, including students,
faculty, senior citizens and residents from Fairfield County,
the troupe performed hilarious sketches and improvisational
acting that kept most of the audience dying with laughter.
Not only were the sketches humorous and entertaining,
they were full of satire and intelligence. Each line within
a sketch made a statement about issues that affect society
today, including homosexuality, racial jokes/slurs, religious
stereotypes, KKK, steroids, child molestation, adultery,
transvestites, suicide, segregation, unplanned pregnancies,
masturbation, cocaine, female battery and body image disorders-just to name a few. The actors delivered the lines in
A
a way that did not poke fun at these issues; they intelligently
W$?
mocked the fact that these issues exist in the first place.
While the audience piled into the theater, "Since U Been
Gone" by Kelly Clarkson filled the room. One could tell
by the expressions of the faces of the senior citizen audience members that they were not prepared for the type of
experimental theater they were about the experience. Some
:-r:;: '. .
"older folks" were shaking their heads and would not even f
m il ■« i
Photos by Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
look at the stage at times. Perhaps they should have done
Second City: The Chicago-based comedy group stopped by the Quick Center entertaining the audience for over three
their research.
hours.
The Second City Touring Company was originally
developed to introduce improvisational theater throughout
normally would not engage in during intercourse. The
the nation. Therefore, the audience should expect the un- as well as continue acting in films, television and theater.
It wouldn't be the least bit shocking if members of the sketch was comedic and well-rehearsed. It was shocking and
expected because anything can happen. In this particular
show, anything could and did happen, leaving some "older touring company landed a spot on Saturday Night Live or humorous at the same time.
Another unforgettable scene was when the entire cast
conservative folks" uneasy about the issues mentioned moved on to other projects where they could challenge their
artistic ability to the fullest extent. The Second City's talent performed a sketch in which two heterosexuals were getting
throughout the performance.
In 1959, The Second City Theater opened in Chicago. shined at the Quick Center. One can only imagine their per- married. The scene then branched off to two of the female
Within a few years, the company established themselves by formances on stages much more prestigious than a Fairfield actresses getting married, as well as the remaining two male
actors professing their love to one another. In this scene
offering improvisational acting workshops, recording an University stage.
The group of six actors consistently entertained the they broke out into song and dance and addressed the relialbum entitled "Comedy from The Second City" on Mercury
Records, opening a Broadway run at the Royale Theater, audience by quickly changing the set as an ensemble and gious limitations on homosexual marriages and interracial
and appearing on a series of television specials produced in by transforming themselves with appropriate costumes marriages.
The group addressed how people stereotypically think
and props for the following scene. It seemed as if this was
England entitled "Second City Reports."
that
gay
men are interested in straight men and lesbians are
Household names of talented comedic alumni of The accomplished in less than 30 seconds between each sketch.
attracted
to straight women. In this musical/comedy, they
The lighting also added an important and meaningful
Second City include John Belushi, Bill Murray, Jerry Stiller,
Martin Short, John Candy, Dan Aykroyd, Gilda Radner, touch to the performance as it helped the transition of each showed how ridiculous these stereotypes and limitations are
Eugene Levy, Mike Myers, Joan Rivers, Shelley Long, Tina sketch. The live sound effects by the musical director, Joe as they exist in our society.
A great sketch was when Hovde came into the audience
Fey, Chris Farley, Horatio Sanz, and Tim Meadows. The Grazulis, who used a piano on the side of the stage, added a
seemingly endless list of alumni furthered their careers after great sense of spontaneity; during the company's improvisa- and told everyone to take out their cell phones because we
their run with The Second City to direct, produce and write tional acts, the sound had to come quickly and work with the can talk for free after 9 p.m. She then took a cell phone from
audience's suggestions for the actors. a gentleman in the front row, dialed his friend Pat, held it up
The musical director, therefore, was to the rest of the audience and had everyone scream "Pat,
Andrew loves you." By the amount of laughter in the theater,
improvising as well.
The cast members included Ryan it seemed as if everyone found the interaction between the
Archibald, Hans Holsen, Shelly Gos- performers and the audience to be quite hilarious.
Every sketch performed by this company created
sman, Megan Hovde, Dana Quercioli
and Brendan Jennings, who are from thought-provoking laughter. However, the most memorable
sketch was when Archibald performed a monologue about
all across the nation.
the recent arrest of a Fairfield student for allegedly operating
Most Memorable Sketches a drug factory.
The funniest part about the monologue was that ArIt is nearly impossible to choose chibald expressed that every senior should be able to sell pot
a favorite sketch from this show. They because of the high tuition cost at Fairfield. This actor really
were all incredibly witty and funny. did his research. He calculated the exact cost of attending four
However, there were some excep- years at Fairfield and said that it would simply pay for each
tional sketches that evoked audience student's education. He then said that the students living in
reaction, whether it was laughter, the apartments should purchase the marijuana and smoke it
in their rooms, where they can't even open their windows.
confusion or utter amazement.
Archibald made some thought-provoking points and
One such sketch showed Jennings and Gossman emulating some delivered them in a humorous, yet serious and honest way.
of the most common sex positions He did spend an entire year in Amsterdam, so one could
while discussing issues that couples understand why he feels this way about marijuana.
.,..j«
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TF's "Earnest" effort
BY ASHLEY PHAN

Cast members of Theatre Fairfield's
upcoming production of "The Importance of
Being Earnest" agree that the audience will
enjoy a witty, quick, surprising and insanely
fun experience.
Kelly Henn '07 said that this production
is unlike previous productions she has been
a part of.
"This has truly been one of the best artistic experiences I have had so far in my life,"
said Henn. "It is definitely a different project
and it's been a great thing for us as artists."
Kevin Carroll '06 agreed. The writing

in the show is by far better than several of
the nine Theatre Fairfield shows he has been
involved with in the past.
"Almost every line is hilarious," he said.
"It's a comedy, so it's a lot of fun finding new
moments that are funny during rehearsals."
The play, written by Oscar Wilde, is full
of wit and satire and examines the relationships between men and women during the
Victorian period. The story revolves around
two couples struggling to find love in a
whirlwind of deception and false identities,
showcasing a satirical view of love as well
as stereotypical roles that exist between the
opposite sex.
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News &
Notes
by Kevin Schneider

Chris Martin of COLDPLAY made a statement about the band removing itself from the
public scene at the Brit Awards ceremony. No need to worry. Shortly afterward, the band's
record company followed up with a statement explaining that the band is not breaking up.
THE STROKES have added more dates to their U.S. tour which begins March 1. Check
out their Web site for more details.
• US Weekly and MSNBC have announced the latest in celebrity sex tapes. The tape, starring KID ROCK and former CREED frontman SCOTT STAPP, shows footage of the two
participating in sexual acts with four groupies on a tour bus during a 1999 Kid Rock/Creed
tour. A40-second clip of the 45-minute tape has already leaked to the Internet. The California^
Red Light District company has bought the tape and plans to eventually distribute it.
They won't be appearing at Coachella, but THE SMASHING PUMPKINS have confirmed that there will be a reunion and the songs that BILLY CORGAN has been working
on will become the band's new CD, according to the band's former bassist, MELISSA AUF
DER MAUR.
Also reuniting is THE WHO, which has announced a global tour. They have scheduled
European festival dates in June and July and will continue on to the U.S. afterwards. There's
also talk of a new album, says guitarist PETE TOWNSHEND.

Jeff Billingham/The Mirror

Planning on going? Performances will take place March 1-4 at 8 p.m. and March 4 and 5
at 2 p.m. in the Wien Experimental Theatre. For ticket information, call 203-254-4010.
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FRANZ FERDINAND and DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE will begin a co-headlining
North American spring tour, starting March 22 in Portland, Ore.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME
LAST HOME GAME
(YOUR LAST CHANCE!)

9PM This Saturday
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"Grey's Anatomy"
BY SHANNON CUMMINGS

I happen to think, and this is a belief that
has been confirmed by numerous supporters,
that I have pretty good taste—not only in fine
wines and fine men—but also in entertainment. This column is dedicated to offering
suggestions for the impaired among you who
wish to be enlightened with music, television,
concert and literature delights. This week I
have chosen to highlight "Grey's Anatomy"
which airs on Sundays at 10 p.m. on ABC.
My passion for "Grey's Anatomy" runs
deep. I have convinced many a friend, parent
or random passerby to invest an hour every
Sunday to get a fix of the awesomeness that
is this show. Although I regrettably have
only begun watching the masterpiece this
year, it has quickly become not only my favorite television show, but my housemates'
favorite as well.
Currently in its second season, the show
offers more than a little something for everyone. Whether you like drama, suspense,
romance or comedy, "Grey's" brings witty
and sexy allure that keeps fans like me longing for more. Don't worry about coming in
too late because the first season is currently
out on DVD.
The relatable protagonist, Meredith
Grey, played by Ellen Pompeo, guides us
through the lives of five surgical interns at
the Seattle Grace Hospital as they simultaneously deal with the intense stress of the

operating room, as well as their personal
relationships. The interns are kept in line
and supervised in the O.R. by an intriguing cast of surgeons, including Dr. Bailey,
nicknamed "the Nazi"; the ever-serious,
dark and handsome Dr. Burke; and last
but not least, the stand-out character of
Dr. Shepherd, played by Patrick Dempsey,
who also enticingly serves as Meredith's
on-again off-again love interest.
I could not conclude a discussion of
the cast without mentioning my favorite
member, the intern played by Sandra Oh,
Cristina Yang, who is the. wittiest thing this
side of Jon Stewart and who actually makes
me laugh out loud, which if you know me
is a big deal (I don't even crack a smile at
"Friends.")
The highly publicized episode after
the Super Bowl brought suspense that must
have rivaled the most gripping episode
of "24" (I say "must" because I'm not a
Contributed Photo
"Grey's Anatomy' shows us that it's in the shades of gray that life truly takes place."
huge Bauer fan). Viewers were left with
a "to be continued" ending knowing that
Meredith's hand was holding a live bomb
procedures; rather, its allure can be attributed profundity. She shows us that in medicine, as
inside a patient's body, with the possibility to the unique blend of genres that culminate well as in life, there are no straight answers.
of the whole hospital exploding! The whole in one hour of bliss. "Grey's" melds the In love, there are no absolutes unless you
week I waited on pins and needles to see how suspense of "24," the wit of "Scrubs" and are drinking, and in medicine, there are no
the situation would transpire. I don't know the sex of "Desperate Housewives" with an cures unless you are referringtto the smashif Jack Bauer could have even handled this unrivaled insight into life.
hit 80's band.
' "Grey's Anatomy" shows us that neither
kind of pressure with the self-composure that
Meredith Grey guides us through the
Meredith demonstrated.
relationships that the cast lives out, as well life nor surgery are ever perfect, but that it's
The reason "Grey's Anatomy" is so ad- as their patients' often alarming and'some- OK because it is in the shades of gray that
dictive is not because of the intense surgical times humorous conditions with striking life truly takes place.
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Haggard School of Theology, in keeping with its
commitment to the authority of Scripture and
the centrality of Jesus Christ, seeks to prepare
people for effective, practical ministry in the
Church throughout the world; to promote the
spiritual, personal, and professional development
of students; and to extend theological knowledge
through academic inquiry, research, writing,
and publication.
To learn more about the theology programs offered
or to schedule a personal appointment:
BM (626)815-5439
{323JB www.apu.edu/explore/theology
HBBM kcbrown@apu.edu
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HSTsgraduate programs are accredited by
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When it's not just another case of the Mondays...
Administrators seek to expand mental health support, awareness at FU
causes, mental illnesses should be treated like any other disease.
"Research shows that mental illnesses are linked to chemical imbalances or other funcYou are a senior in college, and all of a sudden a nervous breakdown takes you by tional problems that interfere with the brain's normal processes. These are real diseases,"
surprise. What do you do? Where do you go for help?
said Betsy-Anne Entwisle, president of NAMI-Fairfield.
Like many universities, Fairfield has been working to provide.services for such
NAMI National is the nation's largest grassroots health organization dedicated to
students.
improving the lives of people with serious
"The academic and social stresses
mental illnesses and their families. NAMI
of college are more intense than in high
was founded in 1979, and now has more
school," said Elise Harrison, assistant
than 220,000 individual members working
director of Fairfield University's Counthrough more than 1,000 local and state afseling Services. "These stresses occur
filiates. NAMI affiliates provide support and
when a student leaves the support and
education to consumers, or the individuals
guidance of parents. They are more
with the brain disorders, family members,
likely to experiment with drugs during
professionals and the public through different
college. Competition in college tends to
educational programs.
increase. There is less structure. Often,
Insurance reform, advocacy for better
students are sleep deprived and may not
services, treatment and protection of rights,
be eating in healthy ways."
homelessness and housing, children and aging
Efforts are being made by Fairfield
adult issues, Medicaid and Medicare funding,
University's School of Nursing and
stigma and discrimination, employment and
the Counseling Services to bring the
decriminalization are also addressed.
National Alliance on Mental Illness to
There will be an open meeting after spring
campus. NAMJ on Campus affiliates
vacation for those interested in beginning
are student-run and student-based orNAMI on Campus here at Fairfield University.
ganizations that provide mental health
Five students are needed to sign a charter to
support, education and advocacy in a
become an official group. The goal is to have
university or college setting.
NAMI on Campus fully operational by next
With the leadership of college stufall.
Laura Zakreski/The Mirror
dents, the group is designed to engage
Mental illnesses are a serious issue and
need to be treated like any other illness,
and educate campus communities about Feeling a little more than just under the weather?: NAMI on Campus will provide support
an issue that warrants serious attention: and awareness services to students struggling with mental illnesses.
according to Jeanne DiMuzio, director of
Wellness and Prevention.
mental illness. NAMI on Campus's
main mission is to educate, provide information and resources, promote early detection
"Mental health needs to be embraced as any other illness," she said. "If a person has
and intervention, and combat the stigma regarding mental illnesses. It also serves to end diabetes they take meds, change their diet, exercise more and seek expert consultation to
the seclusion of mentally ill students, promote existing mental health services and advocate manage their illness. The same is true of mental illness. If a brain disorder is diagnosed,
they make take meds, change their lifestyle, and seek expert consultation so that they can
for enhanced support and counseling services on campus.
"The purpose of NAMI on Campus is to meet the needs of the students at a vulnerable move forward."
time in their lives, break the stigma against mental illnesses and to support and educate
students on the Fairfield University campus," said Joyce Shea, adjunct professor in the
School of Nursing. "However, the specific goals are up to the students."
The most common problems faced by college students are depression, anxiety, subIf you are interested in helping bring NAMI on Campus to Fairfield
stance abuse, eating disorders, attention deficit disorder and bipolar disorder.
University,
contact either Jbyce Shea at ext. 2575 or Dr. Elise Harrison
"Lack of sleep can be a precipitating factor in the development of anxiety, depression
atext. 2146.
and bipolar disorder," Shea said. "Homesickness and social pressures may contribute to
To
learn
more
about
NAMI,
visit
www.NAMI.org or www.NAMICT.org.
low self-esteem and feelings of loneliness."
Since most mental illnesses are caused by chemical imbalances or other physiological
BY AUDREY- ADADE

The next step: Getting involved with NAMI

Wrap it before you tap it: preventing STDs on campus
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

You thought it was just acne or maybe
just a rash from your detergent. How wrong
you were. You went from the prized stud to
the recluse in one night, all for a sexual tryst
that probably wasn't even that good.
Are we legally bound to only have sex
with those that we love? Absolutely not. But
the undeniable fact is that there is something
more in between the sheets when you're
with someone you actually care about.
When you're on the can and the burning
sensation is not the one you get from holding
it in too long, then you're kicking yourself.

Or you can take the route of most students
and not tell anybody you have HPV, Chlamydia or Herpes. That is quite noble.
Open sores are an entirely different
story. But then again, aren't cold sores,
blisters, bumps, and so on, automatic red
flags telling you that maybe this person is
not the person you want to spend the night
with? Apparently not, especially when the
beer goggles have been on since 5 p.m.,
and by 12 a.m. the light socket is looking
pretty good.
But even if you're not a Don Juan
or Marilyn Monroe, one wrong decision
can change the rest of your life. And it's
the scariest thing to think that, during the
supposed greatest years of your life, you
might not be able to enjoy college to the
fullest extent.
That is not to say that you should not

have sex or that you need to know the person
all too well. Know, though, that the rash he
or she has is from sweating in the gym or
eating raspberries and not from some barely
memorable one-night stand.
The days of casual unprotected sex
ended in the 80s. Even with a condom,
you're not immune to contracting or transmitting an STD.
Is there a way to prevent what has
become an STD epidemic on college campuses?
Safety is the ultimate goal, but the
solutions are unrealistic. It is impractical
to expect most people to get tested because
most just do not care.
Abstinence is always an alternative to
promiscuity, but in modern American culture, virginity is no longer a sacred privilege.
In some circles, virginity is even a scarlet

letter, a burden that weighs down so heavily
on one's conscience that he or she has two
options: patience or meaningless sex.
Plus, I've met people who wouldn't
know what virginity was if they actually were a virgin. And it's horrible to say
because that is downright irresponsible,
but that is the society we presently find
ourselves in.
How practical is it right before you're
about to score to ask your partner if they've
been tested? Who does that? However, this
is a precaution necessary to ensure the safest
possible sex.
What can be done in an era where
colleges are defined by the percentage of
students infected with STDs? You can't
just have people running around doing as
they please, unaware that they're carrying a
disease. Accountability must be restored.
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Mom, we need to talk:
Communication fosters a pleasant mother-daughter relationship
BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

We fight with them and we always seem to disagree.
They are so critical of us, and yet they are always there for
us in a crisis. The only way to describe the relationship
between a mother and a daughter is "complicated."
In her latest book, "You're Wearing That?: Understanding Mothers and Daughters in Conversation," linguistics
expert Deborah Tannen examines how communication is
the foundation of the mother/daughter relationship. When
this communication fails, the relationship may become
strained.
"For girls and women, talk is the glue that holds a relationship together - and the explosive that can blow it apart,"
Tannen wrote in an article for the Washington Post..
Women are notorious talkers; it is how we relate to one
another. And when it comes to our mothers, it seems we
share the smallest and most personal details of our day, according to Tannen in an interview with The New York Times.
But because of this intimacy, daughters leave themselves
open for criticism.
"When mothers and daughters spend a lot of time talking
about personal matters, it gives
them countless opportunities
to say the wrong things to each
other," said Tannen.
It is this misinterpretation
and indirectness that strains the
mother/daughter relationship.
Tannen discusses the problem
of motherly criticism in great
detail.
"Mothers subject their

PJKMftO
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daughters to a level of scrutiny people usually reserved for
themselves," she wrote.
T1XS11 WM cm
While this is a pitfall in the relationship between mothVerizon Wireless
ers and daughters, it actually may be beneficial.
"My mom does criticize me, but I know I can trust
her opinions most of the time because she is one of the
few people who always tells me the truth," said Lauren
Wood '08.
I
Catling...
I
Getting a mother's approval and allowing her access
I:
i*i Mem
1
into her daughter's private life is an important part of the
, relationship.
"Mothers and daughters search for themselves in the
other as if hunting for treasure, as if finding sameness affirms who they are," Tannen wrote.
Female students agree with Tannen that we greatly
depend on our mothers to help us define ourselves and open
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
communication is important to build that.
. "I think it's important to have a good relationship with This time, you better answer: Shutting mom out is no
your mom and being honest is the best way to do that," said way to build your relationship, according to Tannen.
Casey Grier '08. "There may be some exceptions when another's perspectives, according to Tannen. In her book,
you don't feel comfortable telling her every little detail, she discusses ways to improve communication, thereby
but mother-daughter relationships are made stronger when improving the relationship.
"Whenever I have a problem, I like to confide in my
trust is involved."
Tannen does not discuss how distance, including the mom," said Kristen Daly '08. "Sure we fight sometimes,
physical distance between mothers and daughters during but because we're close we can talk and work things
college years, affects the relationship. Many girls actually out."
find that distance helps. Getting space from the criticism can
Tannen encourages openness between mothers and
help build a stronger relationship, and as Tannen notes, per- daughters as one of the most important parts of the intimate
spective on a situation can help diffuse a disagreement.
relationship.
"She can seriously get on my nerves when I'm living at
"Caring about someone as much as you care about
home," said Katie Barry '08. "But when I'm at school we yourself, and the critical eye that comes with it, are two
talk on the phone all the time, and we're really close."
strands that cannot be separated," she wrote. "Both engenA relationship founded on communication breaks down der a passion that makes the mother-daughter relationship
easily when mothers and daughters fail to understand one perilous — and precious."

Get Prepped for Spring Break
2424 Black Rock Tpk
Fairfield
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We Are Open Late!

OWNED AND OPERATED BY BOARD CERTIFIED PHYSICIANS

Thurs. 11 a.m. - 2a.m. Fri - Sat. 11 a.m. - 3a.m.

OUR PREMIUM SERVICES

Regular Hours Sun. - Thurs. 11a.m. - 11p.m. Fri. - Sat. 11a.m. - 12a.m.

spray on tanning

Fast Free Delivery!

laser hair removal
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waxing
spa facials
massage therapy

_ Mon.-Thurs.-Pick-up only Can Not Be

microdermabrasion

* r IZZa IS AlWayS 1/4 r Pice Combined With Business Discount

Acupuncture

* Soda IS Always Free everyday!

men's & ladies gift certificates available

see chart below

Periconne, B. Kamins, DERMAdoctor skin product lines

* Desserts are Always 1/2 Price everyday!
wfth min. purchase

10% off services with Student I.D.

*

• Business Discount 15% off & Free Soda everyday!
1/2 Price Desserts!
DOUBL

RAINB W

Super Premium Ice Cream reg. $4^9§ S2.49 per pint
Awarded Best in America!

Cakes
New York Cheese Cake. Chocolate Mousse, Snickers Bar,
Reese's Bar, Carrot, Tiramisu. reg. $3*19 $1 .-99

FREE Soda
1
1.
2
3
4
5

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

20 oz. with purchases over S3.00
20 Liter with purchases over $10.00
2 Liters with purchases over $20.00
2 Liters with purchases over $30.00
2 Liters with purchases over $40.00
2 Liters with purchases over $50.00

call us at:

374-2400
Don't Miss Out on our
Great Specials!

Fast Free Delivery!
CALL 203.3 19.1900 TO SCHEDULE A TREATMENT
1275 POST ROAD (AT BRICK WALK) FAIRFIELD. CT 06824
WWW.TURQUOISEMEDICALSPA.COM
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College relationships: chains or safety nets?
THAT'S PHANTASTIC
ASHLEY PHAN

We are in college right? Doesn't that
mean that we are supposed to be free to do
as we please? We should be able to come
home at any ridiculous hour, go out to bars
and socialize with whomever we please,
choose who we want to hang out with or
don't want to hang out with. Isn't college
supposed to be about being free and open to
meeting new people, having new and exciting experiences and not having anyone or
anything hold us back from doing so?
That's what I thought when I came
to Fairfield nearly four years ago. I was
never allowed to go out (which was both
my parents decision and my controlling
and crazy ex-boyfriend). • So I will admit, I
went a little crazy freshman year. I.had never
really experienced real freedom, and I took
that freedom to the fullest extent-: I ran with
it like an Olympian.
Hey, I was totally sheltered my entire
life. What else would you expect from a
girl who had only dated one guy and had
never really drank in high school? I was
destined toparty as much as I could and do
everything I wasn't allowed to do at home.
For the firstlhree weeks of school, I didn't
'answer any of my mother's phone palls.
: That was a big mistake, because she decided
■ to make a surprise visit while I was down

the hall in some guy's room.
But that's what college is about for me.
I wanted to be free to do what I wanted,
when I wanted ... regardless of whom I was
hurting or disrespecting.
So then, why am I back in the same
predicament as I was in high school when I
proved to myself that having.freedom was
much more fun than being tied down by
someone? It's those damn college relationships that do it to you. You start out with
a random hook-up and the next thing you
know you are living together, sharing a dog
and talking about "future" plans. How do I
always get so stuck?
Fortunately, I'm not the only one.
Several Fairfield students have serious
relationships with someone at Fairfield or
someone attending another school. These
students all agree that the main disadvantage
is that they, once again, have restrictions.
It's like having another parent, someone to
tell you what you can and cannot do. And
the majority of the time it sucks.
So why do we stay in these relationships when we could be out having fun and
living for ourselves and not for someone
else?
The answer: comfort.
Just knowing that I will have someone
to be there for me when I am sick or when I
have a flat tire (even though I know how to.
change a tire) gives me a sense of security.
j But is it worth giving up your college
Nicole Orzo ,'06, my very first friend

at Fairfield, can read me like a book. She
described my relationship perfectly. She
said to me that if you find someone you
absolutely want to be with then it's worth
it, but if you just need a boyfriend for the
sake of not being alone it's just dumb. She
feels that right now is the time in our lives
when we can go out and experience many
different things, which we should all take
advantage of. She made a really good point:
she would personally rather be by herself
than settle for something or someone she's
not 100 percent sure about. But if that 100
percent thing comes along, then maybe take
a chance with it.
Ryan Maresca '06 expressed his love
for being a senior, single and living at the
beach. He said there's nothing better than
being single in college, no girlfriend to
hold you down, a new girl to "spit game"
at every night, no fights and best of all, you
can never get caught cheating if there's no
one to cheat on.
Sasha Steward '06 had similar feelings'.
She feels that for the most part during your
college years you don't know, what you
want. Therefore, it's better to keep your
options open.
The main thing I worry about is if I
don't have the comfort, and I have the freedom, won't the freedom of.ljeing single get
old? Arid then, now Carl you be sure someone new will come along to fill the void?
I guess it's a chance that some of us
have to risk
at this exciting point of change
;v,. !s
& ■:■•
;•;
in outlives.
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Student Work Program

Excellent Resume
Experience
Flexible Hours
Advancement to
Mgt. Available
(less than 1 yr.)

National
Expansion
in Progress
All Majors May
Apply

Health & Wellness
Industry
Helping others to
get healthy
Training Program
with Pay
May continue when
classes resume
Professional & Fun
Team Focused
Environment

Apply now, begin after Exams
For full information and to apply visit;

www.HaleJobs.com

Donate your old clothes
to the winter clothing
drive sponsored by
Fairfield nursing students?
Donations will be made to
the Community Closet in
Bridgeport. Drop off boxes
are located outside the
Egan Chapel entrance, and
clothing will be accepted
until Feb. 28.

Stop by comedian Tim
Young's performance at the
Campus Center, Friday at
8 p.m.? Everyone could use
a good laugh!

Show your school spirit
and attend one or both of
the basketball games on
Saturday night at Harbor
Yard? The women play at
7 p.m. and the men's game
starts at 9 p.m. Go Stags!
:

-

HOT GRINDERS
Cheese Omelet
: ■ Chicken Cutlet I
' ifihicksVi Pa/rnesan
i. .'Ctiieken S(Suvfa|ti : j
i^gpgpldnt &'Cheese
Gyro

ester Break
$20 Base Pay + Incentives

This weekend,
why don't you...

Meatball
Pepper 8 gggs
Pepperoni & Cheese
Phiily (jheegjs Steak
; Sausage '& Meatbaif
Sausage '
Western
COLD GRINDERS
Combo
Godfather
Harb & Cheese.
ItaliareCombo ; —
^Roast Beef

at the Levee
11 am - Midnjght

Call NOW?

Salami & Cheese -.■>-

254-4123
PjKfca

Small
Cheese
S5.75
.$8.50
Anchovies
Bacon
. $6.50
Broccoli
3..S6.50
:;
Canadian Bacon .
$6.50
Chicken.
$7.75
Fresh Garlic
$6.50
Meatball
$6.50
I Mushroom
$6.5.0
Olives
$6.50
. $6.50
Onion
I Pepperoni
$6.50
Peppers
$6.50
Salami
$6:50? '
Sausage
$6.50
Spinach
56.50
White Pizza
$6.50- 3
j Special
$9,00
Specialtiss
Plain Cheese
; Caizone
$6.00
Turnover
S6 00
.. Chicken Turnover '
$7.75
' Salads
Small
Antipasto
$5.50
Chef
S5.50
Greek
S5.5Q
; Toss
$3.50
Sofia Salad
$6.00"
Sides/Others
French Fries
S2.00
Mozzarella Sticks
$6.00
Buffalo Wings (12)
S7.00
Garlic Bread
$2.00
Chicken Fingers (vv/'fries! $7.00

Large ■
$8:80;"

$9:00
$9:O0,

$9M.v

$9;oo

$9.75
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
S9.0Q .

Turkey |§

$6.00
S6.00
Se.CKMvc'u not*

• '

S5.00-.;
S5.00
S6.00 ...
$5.00 w/Peppers S6.0C
$4.00
SS.OO

S6.00
S6.00
$5.00 w/Peppers $6.00
$5.00

$6.00
$6.00
$5.00
$6.00
$6.00
$5.00
$6.00

DINNE"
Manicotti j
87,00
SpaghettiTrV/Chicken
$8.00
Spaghetti W/Sausage or Meatballs $7.00
Spaghetti"
$5.00
Stuffed Shells ,
S7.00
Ziti
$5.00
SODA WATER

$1.00

D€efivery!
Sat-Thur
pm-12 "

$9.00
$9:00
$9.00
$13.00

Something in it

Large
$6.50
$6.50

$7.00

•8pm-12
jNu

or at
1560 Post Rd
Fairfield, CT 06824-5935
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You know you're a Fairfield Senior when . . .

. . . you spend Presidents Day Weekend throwing away dead Presidents

SCRAMBLED
EGGS
•WORD GAME-

College Crossword

by Joshua OConnell

C/ 62006 Joshua O'Connell. AD Rights Reserved. littp://*Am.ii-pmurLco«

by Joshua O'Connell

Let's Go Shopping!
ACROSS
1. explosion device
5. people who are morally bad
9. angry
14. genus of bird
15. tropical fruit
16. hold off
17.1 can't believe it's not butter!
19. ablaze
20. one who signals with a flag
21. a child's household duties
22. imitate
23. hate
25. parched crushed wheat
28. popular Hawaiian dish
29. whole or skim
33.sofar(2wds.)
34. chills
36. bullet shooter
37. baseball stat
38. it holds up your boxers
40. Roman 61
41. generation shorthand
42. third rock from the sun
43. in progress
45. cheaper by the dozen
47. buddy
48. not ceilings
49. computer command, often
used with cut
51. Superman foe Luther
52. well in the past
55. get in touch with
59. amid
60. they're in the bag
62. eat a lot at once
63. saturate with water
64. type of whale
65. one who encourages
66. they can be found in farms
67. rip
DOWN
1. toilet paper, in Britain
2. type of exam
3. look, en espanol
4. luggage

1

2

3
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14
17

1
18

6

7

8

11

12

13

I29

30

31

32

19
21

22
26

23

24

28

27
34

33
37

3S

41

42

45

45

49
52

10

16

"

20

25
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Use the six letters to form words. Each letter is used only as many times it appears.
Only common words are used; Plurals and proper nouns are not accepted.

53

1

35

•3 LETTER WORDS'

36
40

39
43
47

44

48

50

51

54

55

59

60

52

63

65

66

5. life-long job path
6. like
7. Cub Scout "pack"
8. visualize
9. State of the Union
10. change for the better
11. Army for the Liberation of
Rwanda, for short
12. empty container used to obtain
net weight
13. sightseers
18. one who has lost limbs
21. spicy chip dip
23. Jesus follower
24. Lincoln's assassin
25. flat floating vessel
26. a Turkic language
27. fibbing
30. icehouse
31. city in Egypt
32. tie together

56

57

58

4 LETTER WORDS

61

1
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*
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34. diamond weight
35. triangle with different side
lengths
39. a break in an occurrence
44. popular dance, once
46. absorbant cleaning device
48. groups of birds
50. infuriate
52. the Hindu equivalent of "Mr."

53. character from Norse mythology
54.70s TV variety show
55. jacket
56. river in England
57. body part connected to the
large intestine
58. Russia's emporer, before communism
60. organization that setts cookies,
for short
61. popular director Howard

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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■6 LETTER WORDS

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by

Mike Foristel
I'm a big curlingfan.

What has been the best

—Caitlin Bartlein '08

part of the Olympics so far?

mm

'
kiki
The men's half pipe
events.

I am obsessed with men's
figure skating. I make
sure I tape it every night!

--Nick Hogan '09

—Aragorn

Definitely ice dancing!
-Nikki Bournival '07
& Lauren Caggiano
'07
■ ■

Celebrating American Gold
with my pet tamagotchi!

The snowboard
cross. %

--Brian McAllister '06

—Scott Francis '08
|K| Sfe—
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BREAKING MEWS - FUSA ELECTIONS
Duffy wins FUSA
Presidency
by Joshua O'Connell
| After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
[were made official: Paul
! Duffy defeated Kevin
| Neubauer in a large victory.
I Duffy received 783 votes
| while Neubauer received
1370.
Jtllian Grant was re-elected
as VP of Programming with
approximately 65% of the
while Brett Ritterback
""""•"rf^feyjn Saville in a

MIRROR
ONLIN

Will! I POLL

Additional content channels, including
world/national news feeds and weather

Who should win the
FUSA election?
~)Kevin Neubauer
pPaui Duffy
| VOTE I | RESULTS j
AvanlC.«
Cw«ttVlllWCWV4;QMll

AND AS ALWAYS...
1

EXCLUSIVE online content every Monday
Read Thursday's paper in advance - new
issue online Wednesday night

isit The Mirror Online!
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MAAC tournament picture wide open as season winds down
BY LORRAINE MILLINGTON

First place, third place, fifth place,
and even last place are still to be decided
in the MAAC conference standings, as the
season enters its last weekend of regular
season games.
The Fairfield women's basketball
team is in a four-way tie for fifth place in
the conference tournament, after beating
Siena College 71 -69 in overtime on Feb. 17
and losing to Manhattan College 58-49 on
Feb. 20, both at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
The Stags are now 10-15 overall and have
dropped to 7-9 in the conference.
The Stags had five players in double
figures in their win against Siena, shooting
40 percent from the field during regulation
and better than 80 percent during overtime.
The Stags missed only one field goal attempt in overtime, as the team scored 16
points in the extra five minutes to beat the
Saints. Fairfield held Siena to 35 percent
shooting from the field for the game and 50
percent during overtime.
Sabra Wrice '08 was the only player to
score in double figures, with 13 points in
the loss to Manhattan, as the team shot less
than 30 percent from the field for the game.
Manhattan shot over 50 percent from the
field, converting on eight more field goals
than the Stags in 22 fewer shot attempts.
"We didn't have the balanced scoring
that we usually have in our games," said
Head Coach Dianne Nolan. "We just have

to keep working hard and keep our heads
about it as we go into the tournament."
There is a split between Iona and
Loyola (Md.) for the third place, in addition
to the four-team tie for fifth place. There is
a potential struggle for first place between
Marist and Canisius, while Niagara and
Rider fight to not have the worst record in
the conference
The Stags could finish as high as fifth
in the conference standings or end up as
low as the eighth seed in the tournament
following the weekend events. The team
split the regular season series with Siena,
swept the season against Saint Peter's, and
lost both games to Manhattan.
"We need to clear our heads and forget
everything else that is going on right now,"
said Wrice about the upcoming MAAC
conference tournament. "We just have to
play like we have nothing to lose because
all we will have left is the MAAC tournament and that's it."
Marist is at the top of the conference
with Canisius lingering right behind in
second place. The two are set apart from
the rest of the conference. Iona and Loyola
are leading the middle of the pack; both are
11-5 and fighting for the third seed. But it
is definite that these teams will be the top
four seeds in the conference tournament
starting March 2 in Albany, N.Y.. The top
four seeded teams in the conference receive
a first-round bye, while the top-seeded team
plays gets a double bye to the semi-finals.
Fairfield plays Marist and Loyola in

QUINNIPIAC

Ellyse Raby/The Mirror

Looking for options: Sabra Wrice '08 looks for someone to inbound the ball to during
the Stags' 58-59 loss to Manhattan on Feb. 20.
their next two games, and needs to win
both games in order to better their chances
for the fifth seed.
A win at Marist will force the Red
Foxes to beat Rider in their following
game and put added pressure on Canisius
to beat Siena and Niagara in their last two
games.
Every game is crucial from this point
since all the teams in the conference can
affect the standings with a win or a loss
this weekend.
"We are always looking ahead to the
next game, and there is a good chance that

we can see Marist early in the tournament,"
said Nolan.
Fairfield's next game is against Marist
on Feb. 23.
The Stags' final game will be on Sat.,
Feb. 25 against Loyola at the Arena at
Harbor Yard.
This game is the first of a double
header with the men's team, which will be
playing Marist as part of fan appreciation
night.
In celebration of senior night and in an
effort to boost attendance, all seniors will
be admitted to the Arena for free.
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After tune-up in Chicago, Stags look to Manhattan
BY BEN DOODY

This week in Fairfield basketball, there is good news
and bad news. Let's start with the bad news: the Stags blew
a double=digit lead and lost Saturday, dropping their Bracket
Buster matchup against Loyola-Chicago 73-70. The good
news? The game doesn't count toward their conference record,
which, at 7-9, could be improved upon enough to give the
Stags a better-than-expected seed in the MAAC tournament,
which begins March 3 in Albany, N.Y.
In a season that has seen the Stags trade baskets with top
20 teams and give up basket after basket against mediocre
ones; it's tough to know what to expect as they head into their
Feb. 23 showdown at Manhattan. But if Head Coach Tim
O'Toole has his way, his team will build off the success of the
first half against Loyola, after which the Stags led 47-32, and
give itself a chance to knock off the Jaspers, who at week's
end were still very much in contention for the MAAC regular
season title and a double-bye in the conference tournament.
"We have to focus on the fact that we have played our
best three halves of hoop in the last four," he said. "We played
very well against Saint Peter's and we played really well in
the first half at Loyola. I think we cooled off offensively and
.they played extremely well. We did many good thigns out
there, we just caught up short."
In light of the reality that the Stags' overall record means
next to nothing at this point in the season, the team essentially
flew halfway across the country to test itself against a team
from a different conference, and to get a tune-up for the final
two games of the conference schedule.
But the game, regardless of its significance, contained its
share of eye-opening moments.
None was more thrilling than the 60-foot three-pointer
thatTerrance Todd '06 banked home of the backboard as time
expired in the first half.
"I was a little bit in front of him, so when he was drib-

bling up the court, I saw how much time was left and turned
and yelled 'shoot' and he did and he banked it in," tri-captain
Alvin Carter '05 said. "It was a great shot."
On that note, the Stags trotted into the locker room having
played what O'Toole considered one of the best halves of the
year. That they fell apart in the second half, O'Toole said, was
more a product of Loyola standout Blake Schib's dominating
play than a complete defensive lapse.
"Schibb took over the game," he said. "He is a candidate
for Horizon League Player of the Year."
When all was said and done, Schibb had finished with 27
points, and Majak Kou had added 18 points, six rebounds and
seven blocked shots — all numbers that the Stags now have
to put behind them as they prepare for a game at Manhattan's
Draddy Gymnasium that should be an instant classic.
"The Manhattan game has become a great rivalry over
the past few years and this will be no different," he said.
"You prepare for them by getting ready to stay focused for
two straight hours."
In the first meeting between the teams this year, the Stags,
much like in the Loyola-Chicago game, had a lead and blew
it, falling short of a major upset in a 74-69 loss.
That game was one of the most entertaining of the season. At the end of the first half, Carter took an open-handed
slap in the face from Manhattan forward Mike Konovulchik,
which sent him to the floor and landed Konovulchik a technical foul.
"We consider them to be a rival team, especially in our
conference," Carter said. "We even have some extra incentive
after our game at home earlier in the year. It was very physical
last time, I almost had my jaw broken, so we know it will be
the same thing Thursday."
For a team that has stuggled all year to overcome a staggering lack of height, O'Toole's troops are, he said, in a position
they have to be happy with as the season winds down.
With the tournament seeding scenario still very much in

HOLLYWOOD TANS

play, they are not mathamatically eliminated from the No. 4
seed, which would grant them a first round bye.
That scenario appears to be more a fantasy than a reality,
but O'Toole said he had an optimistic outlook for the stretch
run, when the Stags will play Manhattan, then finish the regular
season at home against Marist on Feb. 25.
"We have everyone playing well," he said. "I believe we
are playing better now than we have all year. I think that is
important as we had into the MAAC tournament..
"This will be a very important week for us. Two teams,
Manhattan and Marist, are both ahead of us in the standings
and we need to fare well," he added. "We need to be able to
stay poised. We need to contunually work on gettings stops
and we need to play our roles. If we can do that, we could
make that run."
Mirror Staff writer Joe Serzan contributed to this report.

Sarah Sexton/The Mirror

Let's play two: DeWitt Maxwell '06 and the Stags have a
couple of big MAAC games ahead.
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Olympic Games are almost over, but they've been memorable
On Friday Lindsey Jacobellis seemed poised to take home
the fourth USA gold in four snowboarding events. .In the finals,
Jacobellis had an insurmountable lead going into the second
RORY DUYON
to last jump on the final straightaway when she attempted to
show off and get fancy with a grab and twist of her board.
Jacobellis then fell on her backside and watched Tanja
Editor's note: The author is in Turin, Italy, working as Friederi of Switzerland fly past her and take goldJacobellis' gaff wasn't even the biggest American disapan intern for NBC's Olympic coverage. Medal count is as of
pointment of the day. In the semifinal game against S,weden,
Tuesday, Feb. 21.
the heavily favored American women's hockey team blew a
Hey Fairfield. I hope you enjoyed the past week of the 2-0 lead and fell in a shootout. This would be the first major
Olympics, but if you haven't yet tuned in it's not too late. international championship in women's hockey history that
People around the IBC have been running on nothing but didn't feature USA and Canada. USA would beat Finland
adrenaline as we head down the home stretch. Most of us for the bronze, and as expected, Canada rolled over Sweden
interns also haven't done our bodies any favors, realizing that for gold.
Saturday featured drama on ice, and for once it wasn't
all we have done in the last few weeks is work, so we're all
trying to enjoy our last week in Italy before heading home. figure skating. One-thousand-meter world record holder Shani
Three hours of sleep later we fight our way through another Davis out-skated teammates Chad Hedrick (who won gold in
the 5,000-meter event) and silver medal winner Joey Cheek
15-hour workday.
In the past week I got to check out my first event. On. (who also won gold in the 500-meter event) to become the
Thursday night I was at work as usual, but it was a refresh- first African-American ever to win an individual gold at the
ingly slow night. At 8:50 p.m. an intern walked into our office Winter Olympics.
Over the past week, Davis had been under a lot of criticism
with two tickets to the USA vs. Kazakhstan hockey game that
for opting out of the team pursuit event because he wanted to
he couldn't use.
Surprisingly, my boss jumped at the tickets and sent rest for the 1000-meter event that was three days later.
The Americans probably would have been on the medal
a production assistant and me to the game. Unfortunately,
the faceoff was in 15 minutes, and we didn't arrive until podium with Davis skating, but instead were barely knocked
early in the second period of a 3-0 game (USA was out in out in the quarter-final round by the eventual gold medal winfront), but it was worth it. The final score was Team USA 4, ning Italian team. After Davis won the 1,000-meter race, he
gave Melissa Stark an interview with nothing more than short,
Kazakhstan 1.
The game wasn't the most exciting event of the past week. one-sentence answers, refusing to elaborate on the situation.
Sunday marked the beginning of the second half of the
Since my last Mirror entry, there have been some great events,
games.
One American team gave the country something to
and sadly, many more disappointments from the Americans.
cheer
about,
and it wasn't either ski team, neither of which
They started off well last Thursday when Seth Wescott won
gold in snowboard cross, the newest and most exciting event has seen a medal since Ted Ligety won the combined on
Valentine's Day.
in the Olympics this year.
TALK FROM TORINO

8 7 5
2 8 8
7 6 4
8 5 3
7 3 5

20
18
17
16
15
Dan Akeson/The Mirror

The American men's curling team clinched aspot in the
medal round with a win over Great Britain. For those of you
who don't know,-and I'm sure most of you don't, curling is a
combination of bocce and shuffleboard played on ice.
The next couple of days will be my last few at the IBC
and I can't decide if I'll miss it or not. I will have spent more
than 300 hours here in three weeks, which is far too much,
but it's fun not knowing which athlete or TV personality I'll
have lunch with next.
Jerome Bettis, Julie Fowdy, Bob Costas, Jim Lampley,
Jamie Sale, Apolo Ohno, Gretchen Bleiler and Kerri Walsh
are only a few of the athletes and broadcasters that have been
seen around the building, and I wouldn't be spending any time
with any of them if I wasn't here, completing the most thrilling
internship I may ever have.
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Editor: Ben Doody

Chicks with sticks
Women's hockey
is among the fastest
growing sports in the
world, and American
players are ahead of
the pack
BY DAN AKESON

When Angel DiPietro
'06 was looking at colleges as a high school
senior, there was one problem
with Fairfield. It wasn't the size
of the school, the course selection, or the professors, though.
It was that Fairfield didn't have
a women's hockey team.
DiPietro decided to go to Fairfield anyway, despite getting offers from other schools
to play on women's varsity teams, and at the
endof DiPietro's junior year, Erin Hickey '08,
who launched the Stags' women's club team,
gave her what she always wanted: a chance
to play college hockey.
"Being president of a new club was
tough, but I scheduled the games and practice
times...and started practice when we got to
school this fall," Hickey said. "This season
has been a huge success in all our eyes."
The Fairfield program, though, is just
one of a growing number of programs in
one of the world's fastest growing sports - a sport that is being played at the Olympic
level for the third time in the ongoing Games
in Turin, Italy.
Said DiPietro (no relation to Team USA
men's goaltender Rick DiPietro), "Women's
hockey has been a large part of my life. I
went from thinking I was the only girl out
there who played to seeing girls from teams
develop all over the east coast."
"It's not just a men's sport and 1 think
it's imortant that girls have challenged that
because in a way it challenges a certain standard that society has placed restricting certain
sexes to certain sports," she added.
Though the sport has grown rapidly on
the international level, its biggest success, in
comparison to the men's game, has been right
here in the United States, where college varsity programs have sporouted up throughout
the northeast and where the national team
took home the gold medal the first time the
sport was competed in the Olympics, at the
1998 Games in Nagano, Japan.
Six countries participated in the women's tournament that year: the United States,
Canada, Finland, China, Japan, and Sweden.
Though the tournament was highly dominated
by Canada and the United States, thus pro-

Contributed, photo

Movin' on up: The Fairfield club team (above) is one of more than 100 women's college teams throughout the country.
ducing lopsided final scores and generally
uninteresting games, the gold medal game
between the two was highly competitive and
entertaining, with the U.S. winning 3-1.
The roles reversed for the 2002 Olympics
in Salt Lake City, Utah. In another tournament
dominated by North Americans, Canada overtook the gold defeating the U.S. 3-2.
The level of visibility — and the amount
of airtime on NBC — that the sport recieved
increased at Salt Lake and then again at Turin,
where the Americans were upset by Sweden,
which advanced to the Gold Medal game
against Canada.
Going to school
The opportunities for girls and women of
all ages to get involved in hockey continue to
increase, particularly at the levels of college
and high school.
Today, both Canadian and American
colleges and universities offer Division I,
Division III and club level with various divisions.-The number of teams in Division I
have tripledin the past decade to over 35 D-I
programs for women's hockey in the United
States along. Amongst all the divisions and
levels, there are over 110 women's hockey
teams at the collegiate level.
Though Canadian intercollegiate women's hockey officially began in the 1980s and
the NCAA recognized the game in America in
1993, women were playing in college much
earlier. In the 1920s and 1930s, Canadian
universities, such as the University of Toronto and Queen's University, had women's
progams. There was even a Canadian Intercollegiate League formed, although it was
disbanded in 1934 during the depression. In
America, Colby College and Brown University had programs in the 1960s.
Andria Hunter played at both the University of New Hampshire and University
of Toronto, as well as for Team Canada at
the 1992 and 1994 World Championships.

Hunter, now the operator of whockey.com,
the unofficial home for women's hockey on
the web, says she's optimistic about continued
growth for the sport.
"It is becoming more of a norm for
women to play hockey," she said. "There has
been a large increase in the number of leagues
offered for women at all levels, especially
here in North America, and hopefully that
trend will continue worldwide."
Another participant in the collegiate
boom of women's hockey is Joe Bertagna, the
executive director of the American Hockey
Coaches Association and commissioner of
Hockey East, considered by many to be the
premiere conference in men's and women's
hockey.
Bertagna helped put the women's program in place at Harvard, where he played
goalie himself,- and helped with structuring
the Division I and Division HI leagues in
the U.S.
"Up until the women won the gold
medal in 1998,1 think the game grew on its
own merits and, at the college level, with
some help from Title IX," said Bertagna.
"I think 1998 had an effect on young girls
the way 1980s 'Miracle on Ice' did for the
whole game."
Professionals?
In 1992, goalie Manon Rheaume became
the first woman to play in the NHL when she
played in a preseason game for the Tampa
Bay Lightning against the St. Louis Blues.
Erin Whitten played in various minor
league games and most recently Hayley
Wickenheiser, star of Team Canada, played
professional hockey in Finland, becoming the
first woman to record a point in a professional
contest. Wickenheiser had one goal and three
assists in 12 games.
While there is no American-based
professional league in place right now, and
though no league rivals the WNBA, there

are two low-budget professional leagues in
Canada that could pave the way for more
profitable leagues in the future.
The National Women's Hockey League
(NWHL) was established in 2000 and consists of eight teams throughout Canada,
many of which have Olympic players. The
Western Women's Hockey League (WWHL)
is another Canadian-based league which has
five teams competing. Similar to the NWHL,
many high-level national players and NCAA
alumni compete.
Hunter, also a former NWHL player,
says there is a definite place for a professional
women's hockey and perhaps someday, for
women in the NHL.
"Given that there currently isn't a professional league for women, I would think
that women who are good enough to play
in the NHL would be allowed to play," said
Hunter. "The issue is because of the physical differences between men and women,
there hasn't been a woman to date who is
good enough to have a regular position on
an NHL team."
"It's hard to say when or if [a major,
women's professional hockey league] will
happen because it depends on a number of
things," she added. "Most importantly, the
sport needs to be able to finance itself by
having enough fan support to fill the arenas
and to generate enough revenue through ticket
sales and sponsorships."
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INSIDE THE MAAC, By Joe
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Stags-Jaspers men's basketball recap, by Ben Doody.

